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Saving Faith and Other Issues of Catholic l\'lissionh,ation
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In 1994, dunng a VIsit to family in South Dakola
many years
Dakota after 111ilny
of absence, 1
Cathollc Church. The
I was struck by images in the reservatIon
reservat Ion Catholic
Images \vere unfamiliar to me as someone who grew up In
CatholiC IrIsh
Iflsh
tn a CatholIC
and German family in Mll1nesota.
Mmnesota. 1 was accustomed to "traditional"
Catholic
CatholIc iconography, not images of birds, signs and symbols with texts in
other languages, and depictions of unknown saints. FUI1her,
FUl1her, some of these
same images were published on holy cards and posters, indIcating they
were not just representations specific to one communIly,
commullity. 1 was attracted to
the presentations, yet mystified as to what they meant, where they came
from or how they were Catholic images. 1
I wondered if It real!
reallyy mattered
that Catholic symbols and signs were open to interpretation and change?
Synlbols and signs are often aIYlbiguous
Symbols
ambiguous and can acquire meanmgs
meanll1gs
that are overlapping and not specific to the original intent of the symbol,
leading to new interpretations. In fact, Fornberg (1998) poses that
Christian images are open to change since they "do
"'do not reflect a change in
the concept of God, hut are a re-interpretation of the same concept not
specifically lied
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indi
16). Yet, this notion of
therefore open to individual
abstraction" (p.
Cp. 116).
ant
interpretation is often antithetical
to cultures and traditions whose beliefs
and traditions are tied specifically to features of the land, environment and
l\1cNeley, 198];
community (Basso, 1996;
J 996; Deloria, 1994;
J 994; McNeley,
J 98 J; Nelson, 1983;
J 983;
J 996; Weaver,
Treat, 1996;
1998). I wondered if it was possible for two
diametrically opposed systems to be integrated, and who was responsible
dC{;jding upon the integration and presentation')
presentation?
for deciding
As the number of Catholic churches 1I visited grew, so did my
questlons, interest and confusion about the images I saw. Catholicism, it
questions,
wa.<; re-defining its historical relationship with Native
would appear, was
Peoples in the United States, and was taking actions to try and correct past
negati ve characterizations and contempt for Native
Nati ve traditions. Through the
negative
incorporation of Native traditions into reservation Catholic churches, there
appeared to be a blending of traditions unlike other Catholic parishes in
{he
country, Some Catholics
Catho] ics and scholars of religion say the specific
the country.
purposes for these adaptations are the maintenance and viability of the
rei igion. Others indicate that it is immaterial whether a religion follows
religion.
traditional paths or adopts new ones since religion can evolve, change, and
adapt all in the interest of "serving the needs of parishioners". Yet,
questions arise as to the motives for this blending, and what are the
perspectives of people in the communities that witness these changes? Is
the mixing of traditions a move toward preserving the faith of Native
Catholics or a way of saving face given the Church's historic role in
Native communities in the United States? This then, is the metaphor for
this paper: Saving Face or Saving Faith.
If, as some authors would lead us to believe, images and their
meaning are understood momentarily with some of the meaning unnoticed
(Fornberg. 1998), it is incumbent upon us to examine the contexts, images
(Fomberg,
way, In this article, we examine these issues
and symbols in a critical way.
through the voices of Native Peoples and contemporary photographs of
Catholic Church contexts. Therefore, the purposes of this study are: I) to
examine the use and appropriation of symbols and religious traditions in
Catholic
Cat hoi ic churches or missions on American Indian reservations in the
United States; and 2) illuminate the personal perspectives of Native
women and men regarding religious expression and symbol usage who
also are familiar with Catholic theology. Ultimately, beliefs and values are
the persona!
personal property and right of those who choose to uphold them, and
this article does not critique or review religious beliefs. Rather, the focus
is the organization of the Church and its system of hierarchy, which acts
separately from individuals. It endeavors to examine the context in which
beliefs are embedded through the voices of Native People and to share in
22(1
22(l
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discussIon of syncretism and appropriation.
appropriatIOn. The use, misuse, and
the discussion
traditions are critically n.:. vic\~·cd in the
appropnatlon of Nmive American tradilions
literature (Delona, 1994,
1994. 1999: Jaimes, 1992, Tinker. I t19.\
993; \Vl'aver,
1998).
(98). However, a study of Cmhohc
Catholic contexts that prescnls photographic
images of symbols and of then
thel[ use in churches has not been pan
part of the
imiiges
dISCUSSions.
dISCUSSIons.
contex!s reveals conflicting images and
An examination of church contexlS
ofsyrnbols
traditIons
.~ymbols and traditlons
generates questions regarding the appropriation or
\Vhlch symbols
synlbols and traditions ,1fe
are used!
used? Are they context or type
such as: Which
specIfic')
specifIC? What purpose does blending traditions serve, particularly
ieulnrly since
Catholic Church doctrine does not allow for the worship of multiple gods
incoqJorating symbols have
or spirits? Most SIgnificantly, what effect does incorporating
identlties, traditions
traditIOns and beltefs?
hebers? Some hIstorians
on cultural identIties,
historians and
philosophers pose that the single greatest influence 111 the preservation of
IndIan Nations has been
heen the fact that traditions were
culture for American Indian
Jated into
inlo
outlawed. If cultural traditions and images are to be assimi lated
Catholic tradition, isn't the danger of loss more imminent')
imminent? Therefore, this
community <.lI1d
and for American
is an important topic of study for the larger communIty
Indian Nations whose culture and traditions have struggled to thwart
destruct ion.
systematic attempts at disruption and destruction.

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
afpeople, institutions, laws and so on
011 arejaVlJred
arefavored when we sp{~ak
speak III one
ol1e set
"What kinds ojpeople,
to anOTher:
another; what tradiTions
traditions or ways
wo)'s oj
of life are suppressed or
of terms as opposed TO
destroyed?" Kenneth Gergen 4

historical perspectIve
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Cal hollC
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lndlan People and to the
(he CI1Utch's
Church's
Church's relationship With
interconnecting relationship With United States government pol iClcs.
iCles. <;~ The
interconnecllng
intention IS
IS to set a comra:;t
contrast for the discussion and [0
to proVide histOrical
hiSlor!cal
background of the relationships for that context. Notions of Western
\Vcstern
to
ideology and 'manIfest
'manifest destiny' are closely, ir
if not Inseparably,
lrbeparably, lied
t
hoth through historical contexts and philosophical
phIlosophical ideologies,
ideologies.
Christianity both
Gergen, Kenneth J (19Y9).
(1999). All
An l/lVllotUJ!l
to .w('101
.wno! constrilel/Oll.
CO!l.ltrul"tlOt1, (p.
(p iK).
1,X). Thousand
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10 Ib
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,:1 Allhough
thl.: [larcellng
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ha<.,cd on
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government poliCies, Ihls
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In fact, "Chri~tian notions
'Ul'~JL"" of dominion. choseness.
choseness, singulanty of truth, and
authority were well-suited
of
temporal
divine sanction
patriarchal autholit)'
well-suned to the
the i nstitutlon of slavery, land theft.
task of justifying
theft, and other forms of
justi
White supremacy" (Howard, 1999, p. 56). These notions
norions are based in
phiIo~ophlcal traditions
traditlons of the Enlightenrnent
Enlightenment such as the singularity of
philof>ophlcal
empiricist and inductive reasonmg, and
self that is endowed with rights, empiricIst
dualist ontology. Furthermore, "Roman Catholicism has had a greater
impact on American IndIans than any other Chnstian denomination for
half a millennium" (Vecsey, 1996, p. xi).
Therefore. this sectlon
section is
xi), Therefore,
woeful Iy brief in a diSCUSSIOn of the issues that frame the Church's
woefully
relationship
reI ationshi p with Amencan
American Indian Nations, yet It attempts to highlight
partlcular aspects of the relationship.6 The intention is to frame the context
particular
withm a limited set of areas, not to provide an extensive
of diSCUSSIon withIn
discussJon of these relations. Some of the aspects that frame this complex
rel ationship include
incl ude the following: agriculture and
and historical relationship
education, lnculturation,
Inculturation, and ongoing relationships in Native communities.

AgdnJlture and Education
Agriculture
From first contact to present, differences Imn perceptions and
understandings between Native and Euroamerican land use, agriculture,
and education persisted. Previously, the issues of "control through the
agriCUlture, which demands close attention, and the
development of agriculture,
hoarcling schools, which dislocates young people from culture, were
hoarding
obsessive preoccupations" (Grant, 1984, p. 225). These two features of
existence, agriculture and education, were meant to constrain nomadic
movement of IndJan Peoples, particularly during the 1800s when Western
expansionism was at its height. "One need only look at the course of
Arnerican expansionism to see the scale of civilization, and its corollary,
American
the doctrine of progress, vividly displayed" (Adams, 1995, p. 13). An
underlying
philosophy for agriculture was to tie its practitioners to the soil,
underl ying phtlosophy
thereby "promoting stability and facilitating self-sufficiency" (Grant,
1984).
1(84). It also mandated aid and facilitated the sale of Indian lands through
the 1887 Dawes Act (alnong
(among others), which established parcels of land
with individual ownership and provided large tracts of land
euphemistically referred to as "surplUS
"surplus land".
land", In effect, the ultimate
colonialism of "agriculture facilitated the creation of a controlled
environment" (Grant, 1984.
1984, p. 225) in which people were more easily
dominated when tied 10
food,
to specific areas of land that produced food.
()(1 Sec
St:L~ In
Ifl grcnter
Berkhofer, 1971: DelOria,
Granl,
1994, DelOria & Lytle, 1984; GraM,
greater ddal!
detail Bcrkhofer.
DelOria. 1994.

1994,
19~4. Tinker. 1993
199~
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Educallon
lIS
Educatlon and Chnstian boardmg schools were perceived as
cIvilized peoples. "As the
essential in the process of creating
creatIng sedentary
sedentarv CIvil"
theory went.
\vent, Indian children.
Idren, once removed fronl the savage surroundings
sun-oundings
of the IndIan camp and placed in the purified environment
cnvironrnent of the all
encompassIng
encompassing institutIon, \>.,'ould
\\'ould slo\vly
slowly learn 10
to look. act and cvenruHlly
evenruBlly
think like
hke theIr
rhelr white countcrpal1s"
counterpans" (Adams.
(Adams, 1995.
1995, p. 535).
3~5). Complete
assimilation Into
IntO Euroamerican culrure was the pnmary goal "The
residential
residentIal school, wHh
wllh Its
llS combination of character fonnatlon,
formation. elementary
education,
industry. represented the
habib of industry,
education. and the inculcation of habits
missionary program of chris1I30lzation
chrisuanlzation and civilization
civIlization in Its
ItS most fully
developed form" (Grant, 1984, p. 226). The assimilation,
assimIlation, sometimes
referred to as acculturation, process was deemed to be but one or two short
generatIons
generations away if chddren
chIldren were isolated from family and community.
Removing chIldren
chJldren hundreds or thousands of miles away for long
iong
periods of time without family and community contact was deemed
essential to the process of assimilation. "In pursuit of the twin cllms
allllS of
christianization and civilization, the missionaries assumed the role of
[and] they could prevent the Indians from followlI1g
guardians, ...
followlllg thei
theirr
., .[and]
inclinations" (Grant, 1984, p. 225),
225). Yet for most Indian students in the
schools, the experience was vastly different than what Christian or
Zitka]a-Sa (1909)
(] 909) discovered, "Like a
government intentions alleged. As ZitkaJa-Sa
slender tree, I had been uprooted from my mother, nature and God. I was
shorn of my branches, which had waved in sympathy and love for home
and friends. The natural coat of bark which had protected my over
sensitive nature was scraped off to the very quick."7 Like many students of
the boarding schools, Zitkala-Sa presents the story of "education" with the
violence it included.
The U.S. government perceived the boarding schools as 11a way 10
(0
mold the "savage" Indlan
IndIan when they were most pliable
pllahle and eventually
that upheld a European C!hlC
ethiC and fit WIth
dormnan[
wlfh dommanl
create a people thaI
Ideologies. The theory was thal
that even though "white clvtlllatlOn
CivilIzatIOn had taken
centuries to emerge to Its present levcl,
level. if Indian chtldren
chllclrcn could gain
school, they would enter the struggle of life With
wllh
entrance to the common school.
CIVilIzed whltC
whIte
roughly the same advantages as the children of their 1T10re
more CivilIzed
hcneficia] for thiS
neighbors" (Adams, 1995, p. 19). A factor viewed as hencficial
InfluenCing the parents of students IS
process and for 1l1fluenc1l1g
IS based in the
lIfestyle.
establishment of a sedentary lifestyle.
Although some children were removed great dIstances
distances from thcIr
thclr
communities, others were placed in day schools In
Il1 whIch students either
7

1995, p. J~ 11,
Ciled In Adams. 1995.
IJ
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went home overnight or ~tayed during the week returning home on
weekends. According to Howard (1999) and others, Native Nations view
gi ft and believe
bel ieve that closeness to them 1S
]s the ultimate
their children as a gift
commitment of a parent. The thoughts of a participant
panicipant in this study
suggest
~uggest further interpretations of the issue.
Closeness is the ultimate commitment of the family because,
even in troublesome times between parent and child, some
family member usually steps in [or children are sent toJ
to] trusted
friends to learn new skiJls.
skills. So the problem of being away from
home may not be a general connie!,
conflict, but one specifically
relating to being under the purview of those not trusted
(Amanda).
By placing children in schools, parents were not as inclined to move,
choosing instead to remain for their children's sake.

Inculturation
The notion
not ion that Indian Peoples need to be controlled and guided to the
appropriate renection
reflection of the world or "image of God" was a belief held by
early Catholic missionaries. They evidenced this belief through an attitude
of paternalism, domination, and cultural destruction supported by
govemJnent
governrnent policies and sanctions against any Native individual who
continued in traditional practice. Dating from first contact through the
nineteenth century, Indian Peoples were perceived as "Jess than", in need
of help, "savage and godless". Missionaries emphasized the need for
abandonment
abandonnlent of culture and traditions in favour of Christian ideology, and
they often acted as agents of the U.S. government to enforce policies.
Prior to the 1900s, expansionism and the role of the Church in
saving souls was an eminent concern of the mission philosophy. The
Church's goal was to acquire converts for the glory of God and to
philosophy.s
acculturate the Peoples to the prevailing U.S. government philosophy.8
Simultaneously, however, there was growing concern for the poverty and
deprecation
deprecalion of the Peoples. According to Grant (1984), early
anthropologists contributed to this heightened awareness and concern
reportedly by looking at cultural loss more objectively and with greater
concern. With the increased attention
atlention to anthropology and the Meriam
Report of 1928, discussions about culture and criticisms regarding the
H For
FordISClJSSlOll.
scc
diSCUSSion, Scc
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of the ChlHy!1
treatment of Nauve
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It!)' H1
HI cultuml
cullUml persecution
ion and (k'struction.
tkslnJnion.
This may have been
beeo one of lhe contrihUlIng
conlrihLHmg faclors
factors ll)
III the chimge
change of
VatICan II dunng the 1960s, alhelt SlHne
sUInt' forty
fOfly !O
phIlosophy decreed In
to
m Valium
sixty years later.
(iter.
sIxty
More recently, the Church espouses ila phl1osophy
[ncu!turali()n~
phtlosophy of lr1culturation'l
cOI1linues to rl11:11ntaln
maintain conlact
cOntact \"lith
\vith Native
NatIve Nations
thar, Im
that.
n some \vays, continues
wnhout
dIfferences in histoncally
histOrIcally pUlerna!lstlc
paternalistIc atlltudes.
wn
hout substantial differences
HlItlliCIeS.
According to Christopher Vecsey (1996),
lOla
IOto ItS own
0\1/l1

emphasizcs contex(uali7.alion,
contexlUali7.ation,
The Church's mIssionary method emphasizes
truly
or inculturalion,
inculturation. The Church is now
nm:v pan-cultural,
pan~culturaL
Catholic. Each culture is recognized as a context necessary
neccssar"y for
contelnporary Church
understanding the text of the gospel. The contemporary
sees accommodationalism as an allempt
attempt by the missionary to
place a superficial veneer on the gospel (p. 381).
inculturation process hecause
The missionary maintains and supervises the inculruration
he is the emissary of the Church and the primary discussant of the Gospel.
Yet, the missionary no longer estabhshes
establ1shes the Church he represents with all
its cultural accretions, instead he invites individuals who hear him
hirn to find
Christ within their daily lives.
During the time of Vatican II, theologians began 10 speak of
"inculturation" as a unique "lived experience" in which all people work
together 10 understand the teachings of God. Rene .Iaouen
Jaouen (1985)
indicates, "the process of inculturation itself is independent of lhe
missionary, and it occurs as the Word interacts with the recipient culture
to produce a unique response,
response. ThIS encoumer
encounter produces 'a local Church.
Church,
{he
the place of a culturally
cultural'.,>, new
ne~v re,\j){)flse
response to {he
the Gospel "'10
'" J(} All members
melnhcrs of
COl11l11Ul1lty are encouraged to contnbute,
contrIbute, and CatholiC
CatholIC dioceses form
the commumty
Il1corporatlI1g Nutlve
Native and
policy-maklI1g
committees for the purpose of Incorporating
policy-makll1g commi!lees
Catholic traditions,
traditions. For instance, the Lakota Inculturation Task Force
(LITF, 1997) in Soulh
South Dakota IS composed of pnests, Jay Icaders,
leaders, and
COllie together 10
to find a
Catholic Lakota people whose purpose is to comc
definitIon of Inculturallon presenled
by a pansh In
In Anwna IS
Il-. "FimJing
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presented hya
That IS the ieI'm
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"common faith". Yet, the use of Native symbols and traditions in Christian
contexts are often contradictory and unacceptable to Catholic and nonnon
Catholic Native Peoples in the commumtles.
communities. Although the LITF
acknowledges thj~ as a "controversial issue among the Lakota people"
(LITF, 1997), effons to incorporate both traditions remain. The Church
and LlTF re~ponds to criticism by saying it is the "right" of Lakota
Catholics to practice both tr3ditions.
Vatican II did stipulate a change in the way Native Peoples and
missionaries were to interact, however, this change primarily
primaril y related to the
actions of missionaries. At the time, and it could be argued today,
missionaries often were confused over the new policies because some
statements from the Second Vatican Council appeared paradoxical toward
missionary activity (Dries, 1998). "Lumen Gentium" (The Constitution of
the Church), which proclaimed the necessity of baptism for salvation (par.
]4), also acknowledged a positive recognition of those persons who lead a
14),
moral life without knowing the Christian God. The Vatican decree on
missionary activity indicated a "secret presence of God" among people of
other religious traditions (Dries, 1998, p. 257).
Paul Steinmetz (1998) elaborates on the "secret presence of God"
as being inherent in spiritual or religious peoples who are "anonymous
Christians" and unaware of their inherent Christianity. From this
interpretation, the missionary's task of today seems difficult to distinguish
from
frorn earl ier missionizi ng efforts,
efforts. Such terminology continues to cast
Native Peoples as ignorant of their religious understandings and in need of
education to bring to light their religiosity. Ironically, confusion over
issues of faith, appropriate interactions, and personal attitudes may be
more of a reality for missionaries than Native Peoples. Subsequent to
Vat ican ]III and the 1960s, a number of texts highlight interactions and
Vatican
changes regarding nlissionary
missionary and Native relationships and are presented
by Catholic clergy and lay people attempting to clarify or understand the
relationships (Steinmetz, 1990, 1998; Stolzman, 1989/1995). These often
arc one-sided discussions and generally
genera]] y appear (0
are
to be the result of lack of
understanding on the paI1 of Catholics and a search for clarification, or
more simply attempts to find justification for past wrong doing.

Continuing Relationships in Communities
Confusion over authority, place of the missionary within the Native
ve to convert remains part of the ongoing problems for
context, and the dri
drive
Native communities and their relationships with Catholics. For instance,
many missionaries continue to be entrenched in notions typical
lypical of previous
generations (Costo & Costo, 1987). A discussion with a priest at Pala
2::12
2.12

.. Why
Saving Failh
Foirh and Olher Issues of Catholic
Calholi, MissioniWliolJ
Missiollizalion
\Vhy !Jon'/
!Jon 'I They
The\' 11m'/,.?"
Leal'e.?" Sal'ing

Vul -' No. :1. :1000

ission in California
Call
lEi as recently
recent! v as 1991I reveals altitudes remlOlseent
reminiscent of
earlier effons.
In externals,
ex ternals, hut no intt'mals,
.
Indians have a great heltef 10
religiOUS practIce
pracllce that
thaI IS nor
not grounded II1
m
leading to a religIOUS
ic spintuality
spinruality is largely superstitious
underS1andmg. . Catholic
understandmg.
Informed expression of faith. [They] need to be
rather than an If1formed
1I1formed
Informed ... before they can partake
panake of the mysteries
rnystcnes of the
1996. p 312).
Church (Vecsey. 1996,

Although these are the sentiments of only one pries!,
priest. repetitions of
J 998). In
this argument are eVident elsewhere (Fornberg. 1998: Steinmetz,
Steinrnetz. 1998).
recent diSCUSSIOns surrounding the Junipero Serra controversy and his
canonization as saint 111 the Catholic Church.
Church, Dr. Michael Mathes states,
"there is no [written] proof of Serra's cruelty.
cruelty, only slories
stories by Indian
People."11 The cont1l1uing
notion of history as written and nOI
contll1uing Western nOllon
not
told plays a significant role in the discussions and validates authenticity.
authenticity,
while oral histories are denigrated.
Relative to Vatican II,
Il, the missionary maintains tbe
the primary role of
power and authority over what actions are considered acceptable Catholic
practice, and as the Church's emissary whose authority is vested hy
by the
Church. In part, this may be attributed to continuing paternalism
regarding, not only spirituality and knowledge, but also American Indian
leadership capabilities and priests' responses to Indian abilities of
leadership. As indicated by the priest at Pala Mission, Indian People have
a receptive mode to the Church, but
They will not take ownership The pncsl
pnest allnbulCS
attrlhutes IhlS
thiS
reluctance 10
to 'own' the Church to Indian
Incll an mental ity and
psychology. For these people the cornmunjty
community IS supreme, and
IS dil'ficulr
difficult [0
elicll
to elicil
no one likes to stand out from the group It IS
leadership from them because each person will
wIll say, 'I don't
know enough; I'm unworthy,
p
umvorthy, and so forth' (Vecsey,
(Vecscy, 1996, P
312),
312).

knowledge, worthJrlCSS
worthIness and aoJllly
ahilny
In general, the notion of Indian knowledge.
continues to be maligned and misunderstood.
misunderstood, and mlssionaries
mIssionaries today
maintain the final say In
m all deCISions regarding church doctrine and
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Nati ve vocations in the
"authentic expressions" of faith. !122 Yet, few Native
Catholic Church exist, and the reports of difficulty for Native People
entering the ministry, such as hiding
ng tribal affiliations while in the
seminary,
nary, continue to surface. It seems unlikely that Native priests would
\l,lould
tlcant impact
leadership. L\
have any signi
significant
Impact on leadership.n
Development of new approaches to a cooperati ve format such as
the Lakota Incu]turation
fncu]turation Task Force (LITF) and various religious retreats
designed for reflection, and non-denominational spirituality and
acceptance of new ideas have been adopted by some parishes and
transformed to fit the Vatican I1
II decree (Hue]],
(Huell, 1996). Yet, any new
mi<.;sions
configuratlons on reservations are
missions or church practices and configurations
over<.;een and approved by priests and clergy so that it is consistent with
overseen
Church theology. A recent example of negotiations between the Oblates
and First
rst Nations is too early to predict the results of discussions and
negotiations, but they emphasize a need for First Nations' leadership.
First Nations must have the deciding voice in determining the
nature of that relationship. Attractive as the concepts of the
'Amerindian
'Amerinejian Church' and inculturation might be to the current
generation of missionaries, these ideas cannot be imposed on
First Nations as a legitimate expression of spirituality. To
the Firsl
do so wou
would
ld be to invite a far greater frustration and
disenchantment than
lhan that brought about by the classical period
of missionary activity. The First Nations themselves must
jf they are willing to accept Christianity and on what
decide if
terms (Huell, 1996, p. 289).
For this discussion, we also might examine the use of the Pipe in
church contexts as purported by Paul Steinmetz (1990) and William
Sto]tzman (1989, 1995). This too may indicate a surface incorporation and
Sloltzman
change in Church policy to include a Native symbol, rather than an equal
incorporation
incorporat ion of both traditions. Yet, itil is unclear the effect such usage in a
12 Huell (ll)li6)
( I t)l)6) Clsserts,
asserts. "(lnce
"once this
encounter has taken place,
place. the missionary must venfy
verIfy
Ihis cncounlcr
that Ilw
authentic exprcssion
expression of the fallh"
Ihe resulting church is an authcl1lic
lhal
faith" (p. 357). See also
dircct
ions and guidellncs
fur InCullUrallon
veri fication III
directions
guidelines for
ll1culturation and verification
In F. E. George,
George. OMI. (1988).

D
thc Unltt:d
Conferencc of Catholic Bishops (2002),
t:' According 10
to a sludy
study by the
Ul1lted States Conference
nOI
there currently arc 27 Native
Nlllive priests.
priesls, and 8R Native seminarians. ''Dioceses admit to not
etTectivdy targeting Nallvc
Native American
dTectivdy
Anwncan men for the priesthood and say that they are not
It) provldc
proVIC!e culturally appropnate
formation
(Pelotte, 2001).
approprmle formal
ion programs for them" (Pe]otte,
200 1).
ahle hl
'J..llI)j/~\'ww. USCl' [1.\ lreh:duL·alloll!sllltclllL.llt.sI1l
lri.;/ed ul'allllll/slHlcmenl .slIt 1111
mI
IlLID_Jtwww.usn·h.•
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Wh.\' J)OIl',
J)on·1 The.\'
Faith and Olher
.. Win'
They tN/I'e")··
LNlI'e , .. Sm·ing
Scwing Foilh
O'her Issues of Calholic
Catholic MissioniZ(Jtion
MissioniWlion

ic Ideology has lm
church context under emholic
t)J1 the mean 109 of the Pirx' for
Lakota People. ThIs usage may obscure and co-opt traditional ideas and
beliefs
associated wIth this sacred object. liov.'cver.
HowC'ver, the unckrlymg
behefs assocIated
stnlCture
Intact, and ilit places dny
any analysis
structure of the Catholic Church remains ll1tact,
of the ll1corporatlOn
mcorporarlOn of the Pipe withIn
within the context and structure of
Cathollc Ideology. Hence. a more serious issue IS
t
the discussion dnes
CatholiC
IS that
does
not separate issues out of the Catholic contexl,
context, bur
but re-frames
reframes the meaning
to fit Catholic Ideology
of the symbol [Q
As historically is the case.
case, we 111Ight
might ask il'
If the Church and its
clergy still decides what IS accurate and authentic about beliefs and
cornmunily
practices, and IS thiS an expression of faith that renects
reflects community
dilcmITlas lead
Iead to an often-repeated question,
beliefs? These issues and dilemmas
"Are the missionaries and missions still
stIli a needed presence or should they
thl~y
Ral1l1er's
remove themselves from the reservatlons?"14
reservatlonsTI4 Additionally,
Additionally. Karl Raimer's
questions are particularly significant in light of this dIscussion. "Could one
be Christian without acknowledging
acknow ledgll1g Christ"
Christ') If so, of what
the
\,vhat use is [he
missionary?"
15 Furthermore, the term Christ
ian assumes the presence and
missionary?"15
Christian
being.
pre-existence of a particularly Christian philosophy inherent In belllg.
It is within these contexts of educatIOn,
and lhe
education, acculturation, ane!
Catholic Church's relationship with American Indian communities that
Ihat we
investigate the use of symbols and the appropriation of traditions into
inlo
Catholic contexts.

RESEARCH METHOD
"Basic phi/osop/nca/
raIsed in the Course
course oj
questlOning
philosophIcal questIOns are rmsed
of observing and questlO/lillR
people with respect to notIOns of
technology,
oj inquiry, explanatIOn,
explanatIOn. techno
log)'. science, and religion,
relIgion,
as they relate to particular
IIfcwa)'s.
pamcular life
way.\'. .." Oscar Kawagley 16

An ethnographic case study method that exammes
eXanlli1CS the topiC
fr-orn an
tOpiC fr'om
perspective highlights key aspects of the phcl101ncnon
ethno-hlstoncal perspec!lve
phcnOlncllon
within the broader context of historical relatIonships.
relalJOnships, church organIzation
organll.atlon
serves, An ethnographiC
approach is most
and the communities it serves.
ethnographIc arproach
appropriate to investigate
investIgate "a contemporary phenomenon within Its real-life
-life
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context
context, especially \vhen
14 Scc
Sce Dncs, 1998:
1998; Huell. 1996:
!lJ96; Granl,
]<)84 for further
rurther JISCU;,Slon
Grant, 1984
Jlsru~SI()n

1:'\
15

In Ones. 1998,
Cited In
IlJ98. p. 257

(1995)_ A YUplOq H'orldvteh'
H'orldvlf'h' A parhway
pathway
16 Kawagley. A Oscar (1995).
Prospecl Helghls.
Heights. IL Waveland Press,
Press. Inc
7) Prospect

to ('Colok),
tn
('{'(link)'
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are not clearly evident" (Ym, 1994,
994, p. 13). The intent in using this design
arc
is to rrc~nt a "ttlling case" that provides insights into a common, but not
typically explored phenomenon. This method also IS appropriate for
exploring s(,lCial
social contexts and Issues in which multiple layers are
philosophy and actIOns
actwns of
embedded and interact, and where the beliefs, phIlosophy
mdi
arc
not
easily
separated.
CombinIng
ethnography
and
history,
mdivlduals are
Combinmg
gaIn insights mto phenomena.
we endeavor to look retrospectlvely to gam
Intimately tied to personal beliefs and
The topic of this paper, so l!1timately
religJOus practice, is rife with opportunilles
oppor1uniues to make assumptions,
assumptions. Yet,
religIOUS
deCiSIons that affected the meaning
similar to other ethnographers, rI made deCISIons
data and the colJectlon
lectlon of new data. Ultimately, the goal is to arrive
of old clata
"helievably firm ground of interpretation" (Peshkin, 2000, p. 5).
on the "hclicvably
Frorn this, my IntentIOn
Intentwn is to present a "perspectival accounting"(Peshkin,
horn
20(0) of what I have learned from the shaping of meanings and
understandings of what transpIred (Gubrium & Holstein, 1997), leading to
an examination of church contexts from the point of view of the
participants. Further, ethnographIC and qualitative research rests not on
mternal tests that substantiate interpretations, but on the strength of the
J!1tcrnal
interpretatIons to make a pomt that is deemed useful or interesting to an
audience who can then re-construe the order and relationships (Denzin &
1994), The aim of this study is to present these interpretations and
Ciuba, 1994).
dIscussion,
to open the field
lIeld for further investigation and dIscussion.

Personal Context
visit1l1g relatives in southeastern South Dakota in 1994,
While visitll1g
] 994, my mother
mission where a great-aunt was a member of the
and I went to a local mIssion
order of the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament and taught at the mission
school. Her parents moved to the area in 1910, and she joined the convent
m the early 1920s, working there until approximately 1945 when she left
for a reservation in the four corners area of Arizona. Although I met my
lI1 my teens, our lives did not often intersect. The South
aunt when I was l!1
Dakota mission and a Lakota Oblate Sister who knew my aunt as her
resided at the mission in 1994, fondly remember her. I
leacher and still resicled
was attentive to the stories I heard of my aunt, but more profoundly
tbe altar amid other
interested when I saw a representation of her on the
images of a woman known as Kateri Tekakwitha, The stories and images I
rernained with me and continue to influence the
saw and heard that day remained
questions I ask and the care I take in representation and interpretation.
This project poses a number of dilemmas that affect tbe
the complexity
of the research process. First, my personal history and experience within
the church, now as a non-Catholic, grounds my interactions and
2.16
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evaluations of lhe benefits
detriments of the Chufl:h's n,.'lalionship
\Ie communities Second, the good work and high rt'gard
ro..'.
with NatIve
with
which
my great-aum, by Native pt:t)plc
\vhich some people are held, Includmg
I
\vithll1
TlllfcL the Cut!1ollL'
Catholll'
vlithm Ihe
the COmmUnitIes
communllies cannot be denied or devalued.. Thlrd,
communitieS supported my effons
efforts with
\\'ith wdlingncss
\l.,'dlingness to supply Infonn;1I[On,
lllfonn:ltion,
communllies
allow me to photograph rhe
the churches, and provide access
acn:-ss to the
indicate Alnencan
Amencan Indian theology
Yet. NatIve
Native scholars indIcate
communities. Yel,
remernbenng and drearning" that someone else
involves a "process of remembenng
Tinker, 2001),
200 I). and orten,
often, Christian "form
"forn1
& Tll1ker.
cannot do (KIdwell, Noley, &
subven and co-opt the
rhe culture of the Indian
and functions act to subvel1
question then
rhen arIses,
anses, "What arc
are the
community" (Tinker, 1993: 114). The queslion
motives for this blending, and the perspectives of peoples in the
communities that witness these changes')
changes?
Carholic and
So the heart of my ongoing dilemma; respect for both Catholic
partlcipants within
\vithin thIS
thiS project, yee
yet, a profound
Native communities and participants
sense that my original question regarding the appropnalion
appropnation and
must be
incorporation of Native symbols Into the Catholic Church IllUSt
critically examined.

Participants
Most important for this study, are the candid renections
reflections provided by
participants, particularly in light of the American Indian ethic of respect
for the beliefs of others. Their honesty and expertise when responding to
church photographs is the most critical element of this project. Without
their knowledge and perspectives, it would not have been possible to
write, reflect or interpret the photographs and draw conclusions. Ethical
considerations continue to be a significant and important
imp0l1ant part of this
IntervICWS and observatIon,
obscrvatlon, and photographs have
research. Consents for InterVIews
research,
been obtained and will be lmllntamed
maintained throughout the research process.
In
active paI1iClpants
pan
Additionally, interview partICipants are aCllve
111 the process
and have the opponul1Ity
opportUnity to reVIew
review tranSCriptions,
transcnptlons, view
vlevv photographs, read
materials and texts, and proVide ongoing feedback. HonorarIums
HonOranUIT1S and glfh
gl fts
consideratIon and necessary condition
for participants are an important consideration
and provide a small compensation
compensatlOn for their valued parilcipatlon
participation
Panicipants live in a vanety of sellings
settings and contexts (I.e., rural,
Participants
city, reservallon).
reservation). All are interested in educatIon
education as students and as
indIVIduals working withm
withll1 educatIonal sellings.
settings. Table I presents
indlvlduals
demographic information for paI1ICIpants
llldicatlng gender, age,
partiCIpants II1dICalIng
farnilianty
familiaflly and knowledge of CatholiCism, educational attainment, tribal
affiliation
affiliatlon and ethl1lcity, and date the interview
lllterview was conducted.
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Date
nate

I
5/1 1/00
6/09/00
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I
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1

i
Sheil",

F

40+

ChildJAdult

No

Child/Adult

Yes

I

BNTE
Credennal
Credential
MNPhD

,f::

50
SO..

Sonyll

F

6(1-1
60..,

Mother

No

MA/PhD

Elena

J.f:

40..

ChildJ
Mother

No

BA

Elida

--

!

Mexican!
Mexicanl
Gennan/Dane
Chicana!
Apache
Mexican!
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8/07/00

8/08/00
8/09/00

10116/00
10/16/00
121
16/00
12/16/00
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As indicated in Table 1,
I, the perspectives of eight women and two
men wil!
he
highlighted
in
this
al1icle.
will be
anicle. Pseudonyms were used unless
rCljucsted
rCLjuested by participants.
participants, In addition, most have advanced degrees and
have thought deeply about the issues posed in this project. Although the
number
nUlllber of parlicipants
participants is small, their responses to the interview protocol
are the principal
princi pal focus for this paper and present a portion of the larger
photographic study of church contexts. Participants posed critical
questions and perspectives that were essential to a discussion of the
phenomenon and the presentation of a "telling case".

Data
D1'1la Colledion
Multiple data sources were used for triangulation including photographs of
church contexts, interviews, extant materials, and observations. These
sources provide information across contexts
contex ts and settings, and generate
questions for further investigation consistent with ethnographic studies.
Data collection, interviews and transcriptions, and preliminary data
paper were conducted between June IS, 1998 and August
analysis for this papcr
15,2000
15, 2000 as part of the larger study.
study,
Photographs
record
Photographic data collection provides an important source of rccord
regarding the contcxt
context and use
lise of symbols within the churches. A goal of
DR

i " Savillg
.. \Vh."
H'h.1' Don '('I Ther
Fairh alld
Till'" l-i'(Jvp:
LNH'l':)"
Saving {"(lilh
and Q/hn
OTher Issue.\'
Issues of Carholic
Calhollc Missiollization
Misslonlzatloll

data collec'lIon is [0 tie'
to "the \..-odds .
\\'t: live
photographs are one
retlecllve and dusivc
(\Vagner, 1979, p. I
collection
'ffcrcnccs and
record of cultural contexts [har can II
dccoral!on in
between and among comIllUnitles
routinely changes to some degree, some elements such as pall1ti
statues and facades typically remalll unchanged. A number of the churches
are vIsited repeatedly to gain If1sight Into any changes or consistenCies.
As part of the larger study, Catholic Churches and missions in
Arizona, CalIfornIa, Nebraska, New MeXICO, South Dakota and Alaska
were photographed beginnlf1g in 1997 and continuing to the present time.
When authorized and appropriate. approx i mate Iy 2-3 rolls of 24-cx posurc
film (or digital images) were taken at each church or miSSIon. Photographs
of symbols in the churches and surrounding communities were developed
and converted to computer format creating a source of physical data for
later analysis. Currently, between 30-40 churches have been photographed
and approximately 300-400 photographs catalogued, archived and cross
referenced. For this study, images of Native women and of symbols
specific to Native Nations were selected for focused analysis. These
photos present an overview of two categories of symbols from across all
churches in the larger study. They also help to frame the presentation of
perspectives by interview participants since some of the photographs from
the interview protocol were from these two categories.
Interviews
Through interviews we seek to understand the meaning of another's
experience and perspectives, and to learn about their opinions.
iefs,
reactIons. The interviews provide Insight 1nto pal1lci pants'
Ion
regarding the use of Native symbols in CatholiC churches. Identl
and selectIOn of interVIew partICipants utilized the follovJI
I)
willingness to partiCIpate; 2) knowledge of CatholIC theology as practlci
4) knowledge of an
or non-practIcing Cathohcs; 3) Tribal affiliatIOn:
or symbols. A total of 15 one-hour interVIews were conducted. Follow-up
interviews were conducted with a number of pal11cipants as subsequent
questions arose during prellll1lnary data analySIS.
InItially, five interviews of one-hour l/l length were conducted in
1998. Field notes were taken and then transcribed. InterVIews were
designed to ascertain demographic information and church affilIation
through descn pti ve, structural and contrasti ng q uestJons. They were
ex ploratory l/l nature and conducted at the begmmng of the Iarger stud y to
determJlle feaSibility and participants' interest. Although informative in
.. Why [Jon '1 They L"ow'")" Saving Failh and ()lhN 1.I.lue.\ of Carlw!ic MI.ISlOfll7.i11/0n
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nature, it hecame
became eVIdent during the interviews that without benefit of
Ac,r" ...,nc or repre<.entatlons of church contexts, partlclpants
partIcIpants were at a
photographs
vantage In talkmg about theIr feelings and ideas of symbol usage.
disadvantage
2(XX\ ten Irlterviews
I
DUring the summer of 200(\
of one-hour in length
Durmg
uSIng a second interview protocol with photographs
were conducted usmg
ve and CatholIC symbols and traditIOns
traditIons in churches. Photo
depicting Native
elicitation
offers a means for grounding cultural studies in the mundane
el'
users" (Harper, 2002, p. 19). Further, this process
interpretations of culture Llsers"
prefaces the authority of the participants rather than the researcher (Harper
20(2). In this process, "baSIC
"basIC philosophical
phdosophical questions are raised in the
2()()2).
course of obserVIng and questioning people with respect to notions of
inquiry,
i uiry, cxplanatlon,
explanatJon, technology, science, and religion, as they relate to
particular lifcways"
lifeways" (KawagJey, 1997, p. 7). For this project, images
specifIC
specJflc to symbols and artifacts from Native and Catholic communities
were used to fnlme
frame and discuss the meanings of representations.
The photo elicItation
eliCitation interview protocol was composed of ten
photographs (With
(WIth nine supportIng
supporting photographs) designed to frame
discussions as well as to provide the opportunity to "explore the
photographs lO}!,ether.
logether. The images Invited people to take the lead in
inqUIry, making full use of their expertIse" (Collier & Collier, 1986, p.
inqUiry,
1(5). This provided a context for candid discussions with participants not
105).
posslble
pOSSIble without actUal
actual Images to view and respond to during the
interview. In effect, this grounded responses to specific contexts, spurred
icited rich discllssions.
other assocIations,
aSSOCIations, and eJ
elicited
discussions. The open-ended interview
forrnat contributed to a collaborative and spontaneous sharing of feelings
format
and
ancl ideas about the photos, while limiting directed discussion by the
researcher. Interviews were audio taped, and tapes were transcribed and
prepared for data anal
ysis. These ten one-hour interviews with participants
analysis.
using
Llsing the photo elicitation interview protocol are the focus of discussion.
Interview protocol]?
protocol I?
The ten photographs were pre-selected for the interview protocol and all
participants viewed the same ten photographs. The photos were placed in
an order that seemed to approximate degrees of appropriation and
llltcgration of symbols. Of the photographs selected, some were perceived
Il1lcgratioll
to cOlllall1
contalll emotional content or graphIC detail, and these were placed at the
end of the protocol. Those WIth the least perceived emotional content were
placed at the beginning or
of the protocol.
placee!
Informal Ion 011
on the photo eliCitation InterView protocol can be obtained
obtalllcd from
17 Further Inforl1lallOn
the author by rL~qLJest
rl~quest
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"Wh.\'
/)o/l'r The,\'
The\' Leav('?"
Leave')" Sm'l/lg
Sm'lllg Fairh
Foirh ond
Other Issues of
ojCClfholic
Missioll/ZClfion
.. Whr !Jon'r
and Orher
Carholic MissiO/lIZalion

Vol

HHerVlev/ protocol v,..
a~ de~cribed to
IO purtlclpant~ prior (0
The photo InterView
wa~
the IntervIew,
were asked to: first.
first- lell Ihe researcher 11
Inten'Iew, and participants
partiCIpants \l,'ere
about themselves, their family
Iy andior educational
lillIe ahout
educatIonal hl~lory:, second,
sl'l'ond.
to two quotes:
\'ICW and resptmd
read and respond 10
quote~: and third, \'Iew
resplH1d to t'nher
t'lther
IITlages from printed
photographs from the churches
churche~ or Images
pnnted materiab
materials
distributed by Catholic
CatholiC org(inizations.
distribUied
organizations. lnllially,
Inllially. partICipants
partICIpants shared
personal, family histones, stories and educational information, then
partlcipants and researcher read aloud the follO\vmg
t\)..'o quotes.
participants
follov,lIng two
I. The force of a rel
reI igion In
l!1 SUppOrllllg
supportmg social values rests on
the abJlity
In which those
abdity of its symbols to formulate
forrnulate a world 111
values, as well as forces opposing theIr
thelr realization, arc
fundamental ingredients
ingredIents (Geenz, 1973).
Ihe human face of
2. Traditional iconography gives witness (0
to the
the Sacred. This icon imaged in the face of America's
Amenca's
indigenous peoples, reveals anew that sacred power. It
celebrates the soul of the Nati
Native
ve American as the original
spiritual presence on this continent, and as a prophetic sIgn, it
celebrates the reconciliation of the spiritual vision of Native
NatIve
and Christian peoples of this land (Gui]iani,
(Guiliani, printed materials).
Most participants believed these quotes were difficult to understand, but
referenced them later in their discussion of the photographs. Following a
discussion of the quotes, participants and researcher reviewed the
photographs and nine supplemental photographs of the protocol togelher.
together.

Extant data
Sources include materials collected
collectcd from churches Hnd
and miSSions, cards
pnnted and ddlstnbuted
lstnbuted through Bndge BUIld
I ng
with religIOUS figures printed
BUlldmg
Inc .. and web based lIlformatlOn
supplJ(~d by
Images, Inc.,
ll1fOrmatlon and matcnals supplIed
archdiocese offices and organizatIons affilIated wlIh
With the Catholic Church.

Data Analysis
ex hi hi t patterns, illumInate
III um] nate
lnlerview
Interview data were coded and orgal1llcd
orgal1lzcd to exhibit
conclUSIOns (Spradley, 1979;
categories and draw concJuslOns
1979: Yin, 19R9).
1999). 'rranscnpts
Transcnpls
were read and reviewed for emergent themes; then, themes from each
Interview were put into charts so that lhey could be compared across and
between 1l11erVIews.
1I11erVlews. PrelImlllary
Prellmll1ary data analysis revealed calegories
categories and
themes related to Issues of context and presentatlon,
pre<;emallon, differences in
women's perspectives, and the purpose for uSing
Images,
uSJI1g symbols and Images.
Don 'I They
Thev l.Rave
l""ave 0'
') ".. <'·avmg
S'avwg Fairh
Failh and OrhN
(JIlin
"Why Don',

I.ISLU'S

of Carho!I'
eallwlt. Mil.\IIJnI7.£.lItOI1
MI.\.\IontZtJ/lon
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/\ nhl )ISh
rec,pon:-,c"
In the mten lew protocol aJ so
rec,pon:-,c'> to
Jl.lurninated the ';[fUcture
par1JClrants' responses and comments on the
rhol()graph'~ both lndlVI(iuaJly
lndlVI(juaJly and when vlc\,I,ed across the ten IntenJews.
Photographs \Nert organJ7.cd into groupings [hat presented themes
and categorJc" from a vancty of churchc"
churchc'> and geographIcal locations.
Then, thc"c groups were analyzed for SImilarity and difference from the
churches and contcxts. For example, photogrLlphs v.ere organIzed around
C(JtholJc and 'Jatlve Images, contextual simJlaritles between and across
church sllee., In the United States, and symbol uSLlge as decoratlons and/or
exhdJltlof! in the church. Preliminary analySIS of photographs revealed two
gl:neraJ categories of the usc of symbols In Cathollc churches: l) symbols
spccdlc to the Indian communIty in which the church is located; and 2)
symhol.s aSSOCiated With all Native communities (albeit often erroneously).
These mIght Include the PIpe, Plams IndIan dress, and images of Kateri
Tekakwltha.
Finally, a third level of analySIS examJned the data sets for any
overlap, slfmlarity or difference of emergent themes and categories. Then,
any addit ional themes and categories were ldentJfled and comparisons
;Jlllong and across levels were made. Through the use of this comparative
method, data analySIS proceeded until relevant categories and themes
emerged.

PHOTOGRAPHS, SYMBOLS AND PERSPECTIVES
'An Icon 1.1 an ttllll/?t
ItllIl/?t of a rhln/?, nor the tiling tlSelf:
IlSelI ir '.I symbolic. Sacred power is
1I/lIJ,i.;IIJI'd
powe/ful as the
1I/lIJ,i.;IIJI'd III rhe aUllal rhing It ',I like\oYlIlf!, 0 picture of a basker is as powelful
hl/sker /{Id/. willch ("{l!1 'r he rmc since rhe picrure
the basker doesn 'r hm'e the saliva of
picrurc of
ofthc
rhe woman who made ir." Teresa lS

This section presents a selection of photographs that are
representative of the two categories of images used in churches on
rl'servalions in the United States. It also presents the perspectives and
reflections of participants regarding the images and photographs viewed
during the photo elicitation interviews. A chaJlenge of this type of research
IS the vaned and competing interpretations and perspectives of images
when Viewed by individuals as well as when photographed by the
researcher. It is irnpcrative to sltuate images within their history of
reception, refusing to see them as fixed, aesthetically permanent entities,
but seell1g instead a social phenomenon deflned by an ongoing history of
thought ,.md practice (Morgan, 2(05). We begin with a discussion of the
--~
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., Why non 'I ThCl' lA'""" '.>" Sm'lng FO/lh and Olher Issues of Cmholic MisllOlJlZOlion
MiS\lOlJlzo/ion

ph,l[Ot;'-uphs ,H1d
rUr!iL'JpamS

Figure 1.

{he

two (,l1lcr~i:'n{ ~',Hi:'~,lrjc's, ;Hhi I

rcllCl'[lons from [he

RlTrl',Clllilll\t' \ilillple \11Ima':l"

:n Ihe L'nJll'd Stalt', Ihill

UIillit' ,illllLir

preSCIl!

!he

lillCnle\\s.

Ihl'I1W,

\I! \\"111<'n .11,!'I.I,,',lln l';ulh 1 1i\' CllllrdlC,
dd,',;,; 'I.II\''; ,111.1

,'hur,'he"

(Alhilha\Cln) ::'000

Arizona: C:lIdt'n \Iilah'
of K:ller! ,111 church
gwunds [DUl';) 2000

Arizllnu: I\'\lel "I' K:lIell 111
Ihe hill'\" "f Ihe dllllYh
I Din,;) 2UOO

South Dakota: Kalen at

California: Slatll<: In the

(he entrance of a church
hall (Lakota), 1998

Pala mission church,
(LuIscno) 2001

Nebraska: Statue al church
school (WIIlnehago) 20m

Alaska: !\illl\t' mtllher
and d1lld In Ihl' ,:lflcIUilr)

. Win

f)Otl'l

Thn !<'m/,)"

S'm'Ulg

Fal1ll and O/!Jn

!I.\ilF\ n[

Ca/hol£{'

.~I/UIfJIIIUlllfJlI

J<eprcsentath'c Photographs Across Churches
Dala ,Hlal )",1
the photographs revealed the use of /\rnencan Indian
ped around two cdregones perunem [0 thls artIcle.
symhol', could he
in all churdle,> were cxamme{.] geographically for similanlies
First, I
aem"" comrnunJllCS, and then the Images were grouped together based on
,my "lmJlanrrc;, and dIfference" among and between communi lies. Second,
context
'fic Image" cndermc 10 the surrounding Native communities,
hut not represented In other CatholIC churches across the United Slates.
Tlns Cil[cgory Includes symboJs and lmages representative of the
American Inclwn Nation "urrounding the local mJssion church, but not
reflective of Jndran Nations in other areas or reservation churches.
fIgure I presents the first category of similarities. These six
Images o[ women in CatholiC mJssions from Alaska to Arizona arc a
reprcscnlatl ve sarnple of common images across Catholic Churches on
rescrvallons. The images from Alaska and California are non-specific
women, bUl reflect typical Catholic representations of holy women, Kateri
Tckakwltha, and the VirgJn Mary with chlld. For example, four of the six
representatIons of women have lhelr eyes averted either looking upwards
or downwards WIth arms folded ncar their heart. The three photographs
lrom Arizona and South Dakota are of Kateri, and the image of Kateri
consistently was present across nearly all of the churches photographed.
Thus, providing preliminary Indication that there are similarities in the use
or images across reservation churches throughout the United States
Figure 2 presents a representative sample of six images from South
Dakota, New Mexico, Arizona, Alaska and California and the relationship
to lhe local commulllty. For Instance, plains Indian dress and images of the
Pipe were llsed in Lakota communities, while churches in Arizona and
New Mexico, incorporated Dine symbols and images such as
representations of the Ye'ii on altars and in doorways. In addition,
churches in New Mexico incorporated Apache symbols such as the
hemldre.ss of the Crown Dancers. In Alaskan communities, the
represelltation of individuals in local dress as seen in the parka clothed
figure and the use of Athabascan language in displays were specific to
those surrounding Native communities.

::'-1-1

.. IVh\, nOIl'r The\' l.l'ow,·J" Sovlllg Faith (Inti OTher Issues of CQ/hollc MisslonlZalion

Figure

2~ (~ul!t'i. ..'~h)1
.'~h)1 p{ __\lrHt'\1 :....T
't'·ct'!(\,. .· IfHJf:,;.':' fr'\ll1
fr,\ll1 l'~Hlh·dh.' l'hUl\~~h':\
T't'·ct'!(\,.

c',Hllmllnllle~ In

S,'lIlh D~i""la,

South DakoUI: Dr d\l I ng
ahO\l' Ihe rC:lI' d(1{lr III thL'
churchiLak"t:\\
churchiLak"w\

101)~

California: DraWing on
outside of Pala mission
(LlJIseno),20CJl

"Win Doni

Tilt'y

ill

N~H1\~:

'\I1/,'IU, "<'II \klh'\), "\bS"~l ;111<1 <..':;111<11111;1

South Dakow:
C!Hlkh" \\;111

"";111\(

~l'W

\tl'xico: W:lil

h'h ml ;i!::ll

(Lik, 11:1) I yl)t)

Arizona: Sand painting
displayed on main altar
(Dinc) 2000

Alaska: Stained glass
wllll!nw In a church l!1)tlJ
(Yur'ik) 2000
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Reflections
JIl~'--,Z"_."-"'''J>;h'' on the Images

Although the complete photo interview protocol included ten pholOgraphs,
photographs,
re~p{)nses
responses by participants to six of the images will be discussed since they
iJluminate pertinent ideas.
jdeas. The main purpose is 10
to present the responses
iJJuminate
through the voices of participants. Figures 3 through 7 presents the
following photos from the interview: 3) Eagle and Mary; 4) PAX Sign
with Feathers; 5) "Native Church"; 6) Holding Up Christ by Fr. John
GuiJiani
Guiliani (n.d,);
(n.d.); and 7) Apache Chris!
Christ by Robert Lentz (1990).19

Eagle and Mary
J 998 in South Dakota at a Catholic Church
Figure 3 was photographed in 1998
located on one of the Lakota reservations,
reservations. According to a priest at the
Jocated
church, the Catholic Church's mission on reservations is "to be a constant
beacon of hope-a sign of hope" for the people, and the use of symbols in
the church helps them to feel welcome. Inside the church, to the left of the
main altar, stands a statue of Mary (some participants felt it was a statue of
Jesus) and a podium. Hanging on the paneled wall behind the statue is a
plaster cast of an eagle,
eagle.
pJaster

Image of the "Eagle and Mary" photographed (1999) in a reservation church
Figure 3. Imagl:
fIrst image In the photo elicitaLJon
elicitation protocol.
protocoL
In South Dakota, is the first

l'i
19 For
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Figurcs
Building Images. Inc. wlVw,bricl~cblllldin",cl)m
Figures 6 and 7.
7, sec
See Bridgc
Bndge Buildmg
www.bricl!!:cbul1din£.Cl)Jl)

.. Wil.\'
\Vllv Do,,';
DOll 'f Till>.\'
Til ('.), Lea\'{'?"
Lea"e .:1" Sa\'lIlg
Sal'lI1g Fai;h
Faifh muf
and Olher Issues of Calho/ic
Carlw{ic MissioniZlllion
Missionizarion

PartIcipants
PanlCipants resp('lf1ded (0
to the photograph in a variely of ways.
ly discussing aspecls of rhe
the eBgle first. Ttresa leI!
It'"'!t Ihm
lhm it was a
lyplcally
iy with the circularity
CI
"very unusual eagle
especwHy
on the lOp."" She
cildn'r seem to he
be a Native
Nallvc Image.
lf1wgc.
this came from snlCe
since !lIt didn't
wondered \vhere thIs
fL,1t
Cory, Rosa, Elida and Elena expressed confUSion
uSlon about the origin and fclt
Cory.
lhat
Flag or
that It was somnvhat
somewhat representative
represcmatlve of the Mexican
Mcx
Or go\'ernment
authorily, but not necessarily those of the
with overtones of power and authority,
participants believed
Catholic Church or Native traditions. In fact, several partiCipants
that it was reminiscent of "romantic horrible rapacious tales of big birds
(Amanda), or that It reminded them of the "strong
going after women" (Amand1:l),
Icon for Mexicans of a mean looking eagle on top of a11 cactus eatllig
eatHlg a
snake" (Elida). This eagle's face appears "mean and ugly", not like the
"benevolent messenger" that goes "between the humans that live on the
earth and the creator" (Cory) or "the eagle that has strength.
(hey say
strength ..,they
their prayers [to]" (Elena).
Although participants often tried to find a relationship
relatl(mship hetween
between lhe
the
images, they expressed difficulty with the placement of the two images,
images.
They interpreted them as "not belonging together"(Mikal)
slf1ce the eagle
togelher"(Mikal) sll1ce
and Mary are "two separate very distinct pieces that really have no
relationship 10
to each olher"
other" (Sheila). Some partIcipants
participants spoke dIrectly
directly to
the notion of association and relationship between the symbols
sylllbols as
contrived. For Teresa, the idea that you can "live peacefully ... have two
IwO
worlds and hold them both in your hands and be that peaceful about
il-~
aboul it-~
that there's no conflict" is a lie. Some participants did make interpretations
Nali ve
for the arrangement by saying, "The eagle is an important Native
American symbol and it is above the statue. It seems to say the eagle is
(Sonya), Sheila felt "the
above the other [and Mary is] accepting of it" (Sonya)
juxtaposition is Interesting if the eagle is SU!1poscd
SU!iposed to represent NUll
Nl1UVC
vc
higher than
Ihan the Image of Jesus" Ot
Otherr PaJ11clpants
pal11Clpi.ll1ts made
traditions and it's hIgher
no attempt to find a connection between the two Images. They stated,
WIth any kind of message
rnessage Ihat I \Viml
10
nothll1g 10
to do With
"Mary has really nothIng
W~Jnt to
give
gi
ve to my Creator" (Cory), and it IS
IS "really
we I c]on't
don'l
"real Iy a contrast because IlweI
have a belief in the Virgin Mary" (Elena).
partiCIpants fell ambIguous ahout
about the two
IwO Images and
In general, partiCipants
wllhll1 the church. There was a sense that Ihey
they wcre
were
their placement wHhll1
together, yet the photograph
photograpll did not provoke
disjointed and didn't belong together.
strong negative or positive reactions. Often, paI1IClpants
partIcIpants indicated
mdlGlIed they
were perplexed as to their
theIr meanll1g and placement, but fclt
felt little
lillie
connection to either Image Sheda
thIS general anpressJOn.
lmllresslon.
Sheila elaborated on thiS
I've seen different culture thIngs
... but usuaJly
thll1gs side by SIde
side".
usually In a
Don 'I The\'
Thp\' UOI'??"
Sa\'ll1~ Faul!
FOJlh (JJu:J
(llld Ofhi'r
O,lu'r I.\.\Ui'.\
f.ssups uj CarJwlJc
COllw!Ic
.. WIn'
Why Don'f
Leal''''?'' SOI'lliR

M/.\,\{{)11l7.iJliul1
M/.I.IlIJl1Jl.f1f;UI1
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more complicated or complex presentation, and this 1S
IS two very
diqinct pieces that really have no relationship. They're
re not
parts of a whole.

PAX Sii,D with Feathers
Figure 4 also was photographed m]
in 1998 in South Dakota at the same
Catholic Church as the Eagle and Mary image.
Image. ThIS church employed
Native symbols and Images spanngly
ngly throughout the church, more in the
style of decoration than integration. Such is the case with the tabernacle
and stand in Figure 4, sel on the SIde altar to the right of the main altar.

Figure 4: Till1crnaclc
In a
TdDcrnacie stand
st.and With
wtlh PAX sign and fcathers
feat.hers (1998)
(J 998) photographed In
Catholic
Calhollc Church In
It1 South Dakota IS the third Image In
In the photo ellcilatlOn
eliCitatIOn protocol

Most partiCIpants
particIpants were unaware of the meaning of the PAX sign,
but recognized the four feathers in four colors as representative of the four
directions. For those participants who were unfamiliar with the PAX sign,
(a} brief description was shared that included the notion of it as a sign of
peace, Several participants
panici pants felt that it was an attempt to "utilize the
peace.
sylllbois from both cultures ... [and] to create an association that these two
symbols
are similar" (Teresa). Sara responded saying, "there's something
symbols arc
thaI's
that's comforting looking at this picture and knowing the symbol of the
It's like honoring the people that are there." Other
four directions. lt's
partIcipants were skeptical regarding the integration, yet elaborated on the
signIficance
SIgnIficance of the union of both symbols. "It's really interesting because
24X
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Don 'f 1'lln'
Leave')" Sal'fI1g
Sovlng Faah
FOIth alld
and Grher
Other Issues of Carlwlic
Catholic M1SSlOIllZJ1rioll
M1SSIOI1IZ£lfiol1
.. Why
Hlhv OOll'r
Thev l.A.'ave'··

commented,
SO 111 tXHle
... or It Vi/as
Elena
IS
and see
they are
to get !I1."
it
slnlply as a way to "IndIan It
.. almost as an
of "classrooms
you go into and they're having
,veek"
(Amanda).
For all participants, the responses to this photograpll were I
and particIpants generally found little to comment on beyond t
notion
that it was a minimal attempt to Integrate two ideas. In addItion, the
feathers seemed to provide a less ambiguous message to particIpants than
the eagle and Mary iInages. Although panicipanls generally had less
difficulty in understandmg the meaning of the symbol and making an
interpretation, they expressed the sense that it was less offensive and more
in keeping with an integration of the two as stated in the initial quotes.

"Native Church"
Figure 5 garnered responses unlike earlier images, and was pholographed
at a church in South Dakota. Participants shared their inlpressions of what
looked to them like a "Native church". The altar is draped in a Pendleton
blanket that changes with the church's liturgical calendar. A poster,
distributed by Bridge Building Images, hangs on the right side of the altar,
and there is an abalone shell with
at the
is
space [or a drum group
\"/een
altar
symbols
the rOll r ell
natural fibers and decorated
the vncath, and wa!.l
behind the altar. A headdress rests on a shel f
sconces on either side of the wreath
With
beads
If)
(Figure 5). The church IS decorated by one of the
both cultures
feels it is Important to
goal is to mi:lkc an
"artistic InSIde of a Lakota/Dakota Catholic
as an ex pression of
who the people are" that belong to
cOlnmunlly"
with
Unlike many Catholic churches that arc
the altar at the far end from
front
thIS church IS
with
sixteen ced1l1g beams that meet in
center to
the
SImI
to
a tip!. Panlclpants were informed
add'
of the
and shown some supporting photographs to
de a sense of the
is set
to one
1
open ntcrior WIth
context.
main
"Why Don '[

Leave?" 5;al'lng Faah and Olhl!r IHUPS of Cm!1olu" Mt.$.\lOfHWllOn

24<)

\JI. 3, ','J 2, :CO:]

pews on approximately three "ides and people enter through a corridor that
surrounds the three

Figure 5. \Iiall decoration In a SIJuth Dakol<l Catholic Church (phmographcd In ] 999).
pClrlicipants rderrt:d to the Iln:lgc In the nrCf'Il";' ib rcikCtlvc ofa "\'a£l\c Church",

Often participant responses to photographs of the "Native Church"
arc self"reflective and contain embedded meanings from their own
experience, Some participant responses to this church were positive and
supportive of the integration of the two philosophies. Amanda shared, "I
would say I like it better than the other images, I think it's definitely more
inclusive" ,the intimidation factor's not there," Teresa stated, "I don't see
anything Catholic about this church. This is a Native Church,"
Discussions with participants examined what this notion of "~ative
Church" means to them and how it is perceived, One participant
responded, "You know, that's more palatable to me ... the way that it's
not overtly Christian or overtly Catholic" (Amanda), Other participants
concurred wilh Ihis assessment, believing it to be evidence of "more
powerful influences of Native" (Sonya), and that "it's a place that invites
you to think.,. the intimidation factor's not there" (Amanda),

I respond more favorably to this knowing that it is a Hogan or
tipi structure with the use of the numher four in it. I just like
(he different textures in it. It's more inviting and real to me
rather than this real flat, slick, ugly surface, and it Jooks to me
like local people may have created these things (Sheila).

2'iO

"Wh)'

])01/ .(

Th(')' rem'!':>" Sa\'ing FWlh {Jnd Olher Issues of Catholic Missionizmioll

Cor)', lhe ('nly LJkola inlCf\ le'\\ cd. S~l\\ thc 1(l-p,'k :,lrU,,'IUi(' ,)1' the clnm:h
as ;In dllclllpt 10 gIve [he Ilnprc:':'lliJ1 ,)1' "g:()111~: homc". He l'CLlled,
l'eLlled,
I hJ\c :,ornc :'lrong f('\.'llng:,. but negatl\C kclli1~>
kelli1~> nhl)ut
'WCk,HllC 1111,) ill)'
thl:' .. They're tryIng [(, glvc lhe Im:lge ()f 'wck,Hlle
home'. '{oll're \\('kome 111 illY twme
twmc that's a tr:ldlli,'n:t1 \\;\\ ()t
tnviling people inlo your house.
Although generally viewed by panicipallls as dll trllq.'J ,ltl,)n (II
the IwO traditions, the
thc photograph evoked
evokcd a range of kcllllgS and
responses. For some, it \vas unusuu! and. for others, It presenled
troubling images of blended traditiollS. Rosa cxprcssed sentimcnts
based on experiences With her parish ChlllCh Ir1 California. "1'\'ly
response is, 'What happened to {he
church'~' I i\1y church 1 IS dcvoid of
the church'~'
everythtng except Jesus Christ ancl C,od and Mary und the Apostles
and the steps to crucifixion." Elena fell that she would "fecI
comfortable", but stated "] could never sec anything like this In my
church because they keep themselves separate so to sec it comhined
comhincd ...
just seems like a contradiction." Sara felt lhal the lllission rcflcl'tcd an
integration and negotiation of images that IS typical of the Catholic
Church, and said, ''That's what is interesting about Catholicism
because you wouldn't necessarily find the same thing in Protestant
churches." For Elida, it revealed, "local culture ... with decoralions that
reflect people's interest." For Sheila, "] don't know-~not so sterile.
!v1aybe that's what it is? It seems more welcoming."
Comments from participants onen inclurlcd c1i-.;claimers ;thout
"not grOWIng up in this particular culture, so I can't "pclk lUI ,helll"
(Amanda). They asked clanfYlng qucstlCH)S such as
tIllS thClr
representation of Goe!?" (Rosa) Some partiCipants were heSitant to
speak because of individuals In their COllllllLHlllles Cory stated, "I"s
"I,'s
hard for me to t(llk about. I know a lor 01 ]ndl;ln people who have a
strong helief in this. So it's hard for me to go agaInst tlll'll nghl to
believe the way they want." He contlllue,L "I keep gClIng hack 10 the
sy,>tem'>. that
idea that I don't believe it's right to mIll the two belief sy"tem".
is what lhe spints have lold us."

"''1

Virgin Mother and Child
An image of the YJrgin Mother and Child from the Rcn;m"ancc
Rcn;m'>ancc penod
was purposefully selected and placed at the halfway mark olthe intervlcw
protocol. PaJ1icipants had the opponulllty to res!Hmd to i.l picture that wa"

mtcrpreted
a
t
Ie or Chnstian" Image, and the v
provIded commcnb thiJt reflect respect and apprecIation for the image.
Many panlcip;:mts were respectful of the Image for what II
pUr1faycd. "It IS d sacred lliustratlon of a relatJonshlp I consider very
sdcrcd" (Cory) Other,; mdlcated they appreciated It for its beauty as a
plcce of arl,
iln, hut added, "I would not want it in my house" (Sheda).
!\rn,mda saId, "I love these old pIctures especially the old religious ones
!\rn;mda
hccauc,e they tfY to cram everything in and make it all look beautiful. You
know It's vcry opulent." Although most partIcipants are no longer
practicing Catholics, they \/lewcd the Image as "Italian", possibly "pre
rCflili"."ancc", and a "non-dc"cript" Catholic representation of the VIrgin
muther. Sheila declared, "Well, Jt's a very lovely italian image ... I like It
for the detail and the artwork and the Italian innuence." As participants
viewed tim photograph, they did not ask clarifying questions regarding the
contcx t, Image, or the purpose. Unlike other photographs in the interview
protocol that generated many questions specifically associated with
context, responses to this photo were direct, clear, shan and concise.
Holding Up Christ
Figure 6 is a scanned copy of a painting by Father John Guiliani (n. d.)
Ihilt is rcpnnted and sold as greeting cards, posters and holy cards by
Bridge BuilclIng Images, Inc. It presents a representation of the crucifixion
of Jesus Christ after he has been taken down from the cross. A description
next to [he
the image indIcates that his body is supported on the left by
"Blessed Katcri Tekakwltha, a I i h century Mohawk", and, on the right by
"Nicholas Black Elk, the visionary Lakota Medicine Man who when
hapt izcd a Catholic became a leading catechist on the Pine Ridge
Reservati on."
Unlike earlier images in the interview protocol, this picture evoked
strong negative feelings for most of the participants. Amanda's initial
response waS one of the most descriptive and is representative of
responses by other pal1icipants.

I just loathe that. It reminds me of stuff that actually happened
over here in this land of people being tortured and lynched and
put through a lot of pain against their will-and the sorrow of
the parents. (pause) Oh, I just loathe that. I really do. This is
just a real painful strange image ... and he's just so naked and
you don't usually see Indian men like that. (pause) I mean
\vc'rc not very body shy, but more modest, and its just kind of
startling to see that, and it's kind of hard to tell what happened,
:.''i2
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Other participants echoed Amanda's sentirnenls by expressing
notions of pain and suffering, and cultural dislocation. Mikal responded by
saying, "It's disturbing. I see a suffering hroughl on here ) mean il seems
abnormal. II represents suffenng of pcople, II [Cprescllts suill-nn!! oj
perhaps a way of life being IransfonTlcd Into sorncllung that II IH:VCI was .,
For Teresa, it evoked Images of bloodshed "If I came Inlo ;1 dllHell ;Illd I
sa\o,,' these things ]{ w()Uld~1 \\ould 1lT1Illedlatcfy assocl;ilc It \>"llh
massacre," Thls theme of sulfcrll1g contInued In Collllllelll.s made hy
Sonya during her interVIew,
It's very disturblllg, Firsl, Mary at the top poles of the cross
are Indian People-···lndJan Jesus helng held up by two
convened Indlans--both wearing crosses" Mary trYing In keep
them alliogether under her cloak. I really don't like It.
Cory's response focused on the usc of thc Image of Black Uk
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I rCdl])' don't know what to
it. You know, I thmk that's
Black Elk In there, I understand that Black Elk
crazy putti
WiL" a lay pne,,! or preacher, but you knoIA the Indian people
were persecuted so badly because of their O\vn religious
understandlflg of the world. Their own ceremOntes \liere
banned by law Iso] these healers~these medicine people
among my people~-·the only way they could continue to
rTIJOlslcr to their own people and make sure they were OK was
to act as if they threw away the Lakota way and picked up the
(~hristJ,H1 way, then they had the freedom to go out among the
people and hold gatheflngs ., ,and try to soothe them in their
suffering, But not suffering in the sense of how Christianity
looks at suffering, They're suffering because they lost their
hornes. They lost everything they had, including their
Ilvellhoods--their culture~live on one piece of land~wear
foreign clothes-speak a foreign language. So, I mean that
kind of suffeflng, not the suffering that Jesus and Tekakwitha
and whoever else is in this picture tries to portray of poor
.Jesus. I think that's crazy that they'd have Black Elk in there
because cel1ainly he is not as well-known as a Christian
minister that was just kind of incidental to what his life was all
about. Now, the Catholic Church is trying to use that to bring
I,akota people in~manipulating people into saying, "Well, if
Black Elk was pari of us, then you should be part of us too."
Interview participants also felt that the picture compiled a variety
of themes not of
oflen
len seen in Catholie iconography. First, some participants
equated the Image of Mary with "the Virgin of Guadalupe, the woman
who stands above and embraces all ... and Spanish or Mexican images of
CatholJcism" (Teresa). Second, some pal1icipants were surprised by the
modern allire of the characters in the picture that presented "someone in
modern clothes dressed in a picture with an ancient theme" (Rosa).
Finally, Elena voiced sentiments expressed by other participants. "Maybe
that's supposed to be Christ? Is he supposed to be Jesus? Because Jesus
was a .Jew- .. so they're confusing people. I don't know who these people
arc supposed to be,"
By far, the image of Holding up Chris! was the most troubling for
participants to this point in the interview. It evoked the swiftest responses
and also was viewed or thought about for the shortest time. It seemed to
mark a transItion point during the interviews from one of viewing images
with little emotional response to personalizing the interview and
2')4
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\Vhal bugs me 1:- lllt'y'\(' m;lck till' Jesus (tt:lll'l' S,) lndl,lI1-
looklllg prctty much like! Karl'lI and Rl:h.'\.. Flk] arc Ih)hling
tUIll-SO the lTuctfl\l"11 has :llrcadv ()l'C1I1Ted') Well Ill:l!'S fine.
but why arcn't the things that Indian Pe\)pk hav(' already t!l1ne
sacrificially adequatc') ThaI really bugs l11e :1 It)l And Jesus
was nor an Indilln.

Apache Christ
Figure 7 by Robert Lentz and d.1strihuted through Bridge Building Imag.cs.
Inc" also is avatlablc in posters, holy cards and note cards. h presellts the
Image of an Apache man III traditional dress With mlnlll1:l1 repITSl'lltatlolls
of Catholic iconography. The halo and inscrlptlons above his head an: the
only indications that the drawing is tied 10 CatholicisIll, ;\ large J!t)stCl
sized version of this image hangs above the main altar in a church in New
Mexico, and, unlike other Carholic churches that display Christ on the
cross, this is the only image on the altar. The church IS built 111 a traditional
rectangular style with pews leading to the altar. and there arc smaller
rooms and alcoves off to the sides of the main aisle With stalues and votive
candles for worship.
Participants responded to this image in ways that ranged from
amazement to disbelief. Of all the images in the interview protocol, this
generated the most questions from participants during the interviews. Most
were incredulous that such an image existed and commented, "There was
an Apache Christ? He v.-as like Christ or are they sayin[! he was Christ')"
(Elena). Amanda declared, "\Vhat a strange tillng tIl he saylJ.1)', 'Ap:ldH'
Christ', Do we all gel one'! Is there a NorwegIan ('hllsl alld d !'OIllO
Christ? You start wondenng" Others VOIced, "Why would ,hey
'hey do Ihal'l I
mean If they were reaJly true to their belIef systems, why would they
disrespect Christ')" (Cory). As a practICIng C;ithohc when a"kcd If she \Va."
famtJiar with the Apache Chnst or helleved III the Image, Rosa spCCUI;ltl'd,
"I wouldn't helieve in It, but I guess there could he They have hllll, and If
maybe a lot of Apache People are around and lelt thai Ihls onc person, the
t\pache Chnst, was the one that God made for them"
For all participants, the Image provoked constcrmltllln and
skepticism reflected 111 their comments and questions, i\ notation on a holy
card that accompanIes the image of the Apache elms! references the
"reconciliation of the spintuaJ VISion of NatIve and Chn<.,1lan pcoples, .the
Icon celebrates the beauty of Apache culture,
holy rnan grc:etlOg the
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sun on
fourth morning of
women's puben)' nICS" (Bridge Building
Images, Inc., J990). Sonja stated, "This icon was no! Imaged by Nauve
Peoples. What does in] mean 'reconciliation' ') That they made hml look
Indian') Sacred power IS always there. The Chnst image does not reveal
sacred power. What makes that Chnst a prophetJc slgnT
(1 990) IS the eIghth Image
lmage I n the photo
Figure 7. Apache ChnSl
Chnst by Rohen
Roher! Lentz
Lenu (]
reservatlon.
ellCllatH>n
ellClt1itlorn protocol and was photographed In a church on an Apache reservatIon.

partiCIpants were judicious and circumspect
Some parl1Clpants
comments about the image. Mikal stated,

In
10

their

Well, I did not know there was an Apache Christ. It seems like
a fabncat
fabrication.
1011. It seems Ilike the symbols have been changed. I
mean here you have one symbol of Christ and here you have
another symbol of Christ. I don't think you can change a
n1eet demographics of certain people.
religion and tailor it to meet
Many
~1any participants alluded to issues of respect for Native Peoples
as well as for Catholic beliefs. Teresa declared, "I
"1 would think a Catholic
person would think this was sacrilegious." Other participants touched
upon issues of respect for revered individuals regardless of Native or
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'I Tirey
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Sal'llig Fallh

sorneonc was
\vas
Ian background.
Chnstlan
the ilnage of some'one
to
person. The sense of "n.'alily in
disrespectful
disrespect
vlev,'ed as important
i
viewed
for many of the panicipants, and It
how symbols
syn1bols and images are understood.

sc~~n
SCt.'ll

as

\vas

My most immedIate
immediate reaction is, yeah he's hrown~skJnned and
\v hat probahly looks hke t.raditional Apache
he'ss dressed in what
clothing, but look at his facial characteristics. He's Just :mot
brown European. They didn', even gIve hllll the respect of
paInting his face to look rlike a real Indian. (Cory).
palnti
representation
Elena's comment regarding
truthfulness
regardi
truthfu Iness In
III
representat ion is
lc~\:v. So if somehody
illustratIve. "I believe Jesus was supposed to be a Jew.
thi nk it's OK
0 K to rnisreprescnt
rnisrepresent itit....
.. 1
doesn't know that and sees this I don't think
participants were more
nlore
just think, let the truth show whatever It is." Some paniclpants
critical of the Church's motives.
I almost
alrnost wonder if there wasn't some kind of manual that these
priests got that said three things you have to do. "You're going
sonle holy person that's from
froIll that group, and build it up
to find some
as an icon, and then display it" (Elida).

Overview of Participants' Reflections
An overview of participants' responses and data analysis provides
insights. First, the most
Inost striking occurrence during these interviews was
the predominance of questions asked by interview partiCipants.
participants. This was
panicularly true as participants examined images lhat
that were arnbiguous or
particularly
ings. Participants asked COnlext, rhetorical, and
generated strong feelings.
questIons as well as questlons
quesllons regarding tile researcher's
clarifymg questions
insIghts. They wanted
\vanted to know the lcxation of the image
inwge In
opinions and inSIghts.
the church, and asked, "How IS
IS it set up'/" "What are those In
III the
background?" "Who are these people')"
people"" More imponantly,
Iy, they asked
questions relat.ed
related to purpose,
rpose. They wanted to know, "Why these images
were [here,
there, who put them there, and who paInted
them')" Pal1lcipants
pal
Pal1lCijlants
asked, "Who placed the Images 111 t.he churches')"
churches?" and "What
"\Vhat do the people
in the communIty
C0I11I11UnIty thmk
think about. them?" Authorshlp
AuthorshIp and identity were
Important to understand prior to gIVing a response
Important.
PartIcipants viewed t.he Images and symbols as token reflectIOns
integratIon of beliefs,
Icfs, and fcIt
fclt it was an attempt to get
and attempts at an integratIOn
people Into
mto the church. Sonya conceded, "It's almost as 1,[ the church IS
saying, 'We can be generous and Include some of your stuff, hut we dOll't
.. Why DOll
'I They Leave?" Sal'lflg
Sav/Ilg Fauh an.d
and Other 1.lsues
1.lsueJ of Cm}wltr
Cmhohr MI.I.llOrllWlroll
MI.\.IIOIlI7flllOf1
Don'!
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have to give up who we are.'" Often participants thoughts such as, "people
understandmg of what the
[are) searching for more meaning and spIritual understandIng
world should mean ... and trying to blend them. But that's an mdication to
me that Chnstianity is falling them" (Cory).
'
proceeded, particIpants'
Finally, as the interviews
partiCIpants' voiced a sense
ambiguity, confusion and disbelief, as well as questions regardmg
of amhiguity,
motive for the placement of images and incredulity regarding their
existence. Traditional
'tional Catholic symbols and images that are famIliar to
Catholic participants became unusual and alien when altered to include
ve themes. Elena's questions express the sentiments and renections
Native
reflections of
other particIpants.
partiCipants. "So this is supposed to be a cross? That's God and this
is Jesus? Is that what it's saying?"
With insights from the participants' responses, and analysis of the
pholOgraphic
pholographic images, we turn to a discussion of the perceptions and
interpretations. Participant
Panicipant responses to the interview images provided
eVIdence of a signIficant difference In
eVldence
In the degree of response, and will be
discussed based on the categories illuminated from the data analysis.

DISCUSSION OF PERCEPTIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS
"Res/)('('I musl he given and shown 10
TO all thai
creation. Wifhout
Without respect for self and all
"!<esjinl
fhal IS
/.1' crearion.
thOl
creatiOn, the Ahonguwl
AhonglfJal person is
lS unable 10
to live hIS
fhol is creallOfl.
hiS or her life to
fo the
fhe fullest and
wi/I he unoble
DeflfllS McPherson 20
will
unoMe to
10 fulfil!
fulfill his or her purpose for hellJg.
hemg, " DenniS

We begin the discussion with the six photographs (Figures 3
through 7) from the interviews, and then move to an analysis of the
photographs from multiple contexts as seen in Figures I and 2. Responses
to the six images from the interview protocol are grouped into three
categories based on the degree of emphasis or variety of responses given
to each symbol by the participants. The first category includes Figure 3,
Eagle and Mary; Figure 4, PAX sign with feathers; and the Mother and
Child image. Category 2 includes only one photograph, the one termed a
Church", Category 3 includes Figure 6, Holding up Christ, and
"Native Church".
Figure 7, Apache Christ.

Interview Responses to the Photographs
Category 1
Images in the first category reflect
renect similar degrees of response by
participants. In the Eagle and Mary Image in Figure 3, participants

2ll McPherson.
Naffve
:w
McPhcrs\)(1, Dcnnls
DennIS (1998) A dc:finillon
deflnlllon of culture,
culture. In lace Weaver, (Ed.), NatIve
Amen(wl religious uientilY'
Identity· UnjcJrf,Ollen
Unforgorren Cods, (p. 96) New York' Orbis Books.
Amennlll
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distinct representatIOns
representatlons
separated the (\1/0
two Images as distmct
important Native
{VVo
and Catholic traditions. Often, pU!1lcipants noted that the t\\'o
""'~""~
didn't belong together, and that the presentation
ion was simplistic
silnplistic without
\\'ithnut the
complexIty of deSign or Illtegrallon
ll1tegrauon that is often seen in other
complexity
exprl~ssed lirnl!ed emotional
arrangements. However, all participants expressed
ings tmvaro
toward the
the'irTlllges.
response or positive or negative feelings
the'image of the eagle proVided l!1sights
H1sights into its use.
Discussion of the
Important American
und an Il1lportan!
Although participants recognized it as an eagle and
Indian symbol, typically it was not associated with representations of that
\Vlth MeXican or
more specific eagle. More often, participants associated IIit \),ILth
mythIc
myth1c images. For instance,
instance. Cory indicated that eagles are "a little more
benevolent, but thIS
th1S one's face looks mean and ugly-a
ugly--a very HispaniC
HispanIC or
Spanish interpretation of an eagle." It seems understandable that
participants' responses would evidence less of a reaction to an image lhat
that
is not what they perceive the image to look like,
like. In addition, the
relationship between the images was viewed as less direct 111
In relation to
personal experiences and therefore perceived as less offensive.
The second image, Figure 4, PAX sign with feathers, also appeared
appeal'ed
to generate minimal responses. Participan!s
Participants felt it was less complicated to
understand, more familiar in the sense of something seen in classroorns,
classrooms,
between
two traditions.
and a transparent attempt to create associations bel
ween the IWO
It was a decoration that would have had more meaning if it had been put
there by an "Indian child", but was viewed as a display and a way to
"Indian it up" more than anything related directly to beliefs or unfamiliar
expenences.
The Mother and Child image surfaced the least amount of
discomfort for participants, and they spoke about ifil with confidence
and
con
knowledge. They understood where the image CalT1C
calTIC [rOIn,
fron!, who madc
made the
lhe
representation, what tradition It represented, and the purpose of Ihe
the
picture. In fact, no questions were asked seeking
mformatlon
seeki
mformatJo!1 about (he
the
ThIS was a stnklllg dd"ferencc
ulfrerence
context or the opinions of the researcher. Thls
from discussions of other images in the interView protocol.
ll'

Category
Categorv 2
Figure 5 is the only image In thls
thIS category, and participants' Identified it
Church". The image
Image elicited resfJonses
responses and perspecllves
perspectlvcs fhat
that
as a "Native Church",
were more complex and difficult
perspectJ ve of
di fficu It to understand from the pcrspectlve
partiCIpants, the image was
what it represented and to whom. For very few partiCipants,
offensive. However, itIt was most so for Cory,
Cory. the only lAkota
Lakota Interviewed,
Interviewed.
Other partICipants qualified their answers by wondering who put it in the

"Why
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Savll18 Failh and Olher 1.I.we!.
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Nalive
church; yet, they saw It as respectful of the surrounding Native
community.
The number of questions asked by participants'
partiCipants' rose significantly
as they examined this image. They were interested to knm".i
know things such as,
"Who decorated it?" and "How is this a Catholic Church?" Questions
clanflcation increased as well as questions related to the
askmg for clanfication
purpose and context of lhe
the church. Most striking was the difference in
interpretation based on the notion that this was an integration of two
ve than Catholic, and that participants felt they would
traditions, more Native
worshippmg there. The interpretation of this church as a
feel comfortable worshippJrlg
"Nati ve Church" appeared to have more to do with decoration of the
"Native
church context rather than specific Native
NatIve or Catholic traditions.
As a "Native Church", participants based interpretations on what
was VISIble in the image, things that were seen as inviting and respectful
such as the Pendleton blanket on the altar and the wall
waH decorations. This
mterpreted as the result of a combination of factors. First,
could be Il1terpreted
participants who were not Lakota believed it to be a representation of the
community that surrounded the church, and therefore, must have been at
minimum supported by that community or placed there by community
members. Catholic relationships with Native communities over the last
300 years have fostered a mixture of understandings of religious practice
and experience, presumably enough to qualify this as a Native church.
Second, the image was seen as "inclusive" and respectful by many
of the interview participants, a place that "invites
'"invites you to think-the
intimidation factor's not there." Often discussions about the "Native
Church" turned to belief in the Catholic Church, but absent the overall
imposition of the organization of the church that typically enfolds and co
opts Native traditions into that context. [tIt became a Native Church because
it was comforting and reflected the interaction of the community. It
seemed harder for participants to separate personal experiences with the
Calholic
WIth the photograph of this church. The next
Catholic Church and With
category presents a discussion of Figures 6 and 7 as significantly different
and substilllce
substance of the images.
in the content illld

Categ()['y 3
CategOl'y
Figure 6, Holding Up Christ, and Figure 7, Apache Christ were the most
offensive images to all participants. They freely responded to the images,
and, unlike other images, their responses were often immediate. Although
a few participants were circumspect in their response, others were more
vocal and viewed the images as disrespectful and loathsome. Participants
expressed a high level of ambiguity regarding the meaning of the images
260
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addition,
muIr'
and to their purposes. In additlon.
lCipams
Ihe n1ulliple
Images in the pictures Ihal blended traditions as confusing the meaning of
the Syll1bol
symbol or Image for both tradllions.
In the Holding
Holdmg Up Chris! Image,
Image. partlcipams often S1m:
SB\" the
Ing a long time ago and not equivalent
cquivalcm 10
to the
tht'
suffering of Christ as happening
\VHS interpreted as a
current day-to-day suffering of Native Peoples. It also \vas
representation of the historical weighl
weight of oppresslOn
oppression on
011 Indian Peoples. As
\vell,
Chrisl, partIcipants
participants wanted to
to know
knew,1 what they were
well, in the Apache Christ,
In
church, and they wanted to know
trying to do by putting the image 10
what relationship was being portrayed. There were multiple levels of
hoth practIcing
practicing Catholic and llon
bewilderment evidenced by participants, hath
non
Carholic.
Catholic. Participants were most interested in the purpose
pU'lJose and why the
Catholic Church would disrespect one of their most sacred people.
Finally, of any of the images
Images viewed dUring the Interviews.
IIlterviews, these
Finally.
two generated the most rhetorical questions and questions regarding
context. This may indicate evidence for, not only the confusing nature of
mll1ds of
the symbols and images and the resulting ambiguity in the Il1l11ds
participants, but also the significance of fostering confusion around issues
of purpose, motive, intent, and meaning.

Image Analysis from the Church Photographs
Data analysis of the photographs from churches in Arizona, Nebraska,
New Mexico, Alaska, California, and South Dakota revealed the degree of
incorporation of Native symbols was not systematic, but varied across
missions and churches. Often, the use of symbols was evident in a limited,
In churches
obscure or superficial way as church decorations. For instance, 111
theilled symbols or images
j
was not pervasive, but
where the use of Native themed
he a small picture or IImage 111
In the
were based on the reservation, there lTwy
may be
mall1 allar.
altar. In
111 a small alcove away from the n1aln
back of the church or In
others, small statues or artlfacts
artifacts such as an abalone shellI used to hold holy
\Ve might
mIght attnbute thiS to the church's degree of
water were evident. We
affiliatIon with the community, pastoral dccIsion-maktng,
declsion~nH:lkmg, or community
affiliation
innuence and partiCIpation
partICIpatIon in [he
the church.
members' in!luence
As renected
re!lected in Figure 1,
], the slInilarily
sllniJarity of IImages across
aCross and
stnking, and can be Interpreted as an attempt at a
between churches was stnking.
pan-Indian Catholicism in North America. This unIficatIOn
unifIcation under one or
two images has been useful In
In other areas of the world such as Mexico,
Mex ico,
South America, and Korea among others. However, the Cathollc
CatholIC Church
in Native North America has not followed the same paths for a vanely
vanety of
reasons. Yet.
Yet, WIth
with the advent of Vatican II 1Inn the 19605, tIllS
thiS has changed.
Although thIS
thiS is a relatively shan
shon penod of time (forty years) when
Thn' {.Rave"}"
Sal'lng Fallh
Faah and {hiler
Olher !.I.Wl'S
!.I,IU(',\ oj
of CalJwltc
em/wIle Ml.l,llOn;Wllon
MU,ltOniWlwn
.. Why Don'l Thrr
Leave 7" SOl'Ulg
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Mex ico, attempts to utilize
ize one or
wmpared to 500 years of association in Mexico,
compared
two identifying images such as Tekakwitha and Black Elk in Figure 6 may
Vecsey (1996), at regJOnal and national
he
According to VCi::sey
be increasing.
j
witha Conference, the message is:
meetings of the National Tekakwitha
A person can be Indian and Catholic simultaneously; however,
some of the California Indians find that the conference tries to
establish a pan-Indian Catholic ritualism that is basically Plains
Indian in form, one that flattens all other modes of expression
(p, 324).
(p.324).
Although data analysis generally focused on images of Tekakwitha, this
assessment seems to be accurate when examining reservation churches
,:\Cross
across American Indian Nations in the United States.
Pan~Indian symbolism, such as representations of Tekakwitha
Pan-Indian
j), was present across communities. Another aspect in evidence
(Figure I),
was the use of reservation specific symbols (Figure 2). This appropriation
and use of context specific local symbols may be related to the Church's
attempts at a pan-Indian Catholicism as well. For instance, as participants
viewed Figure 5, most assumed it to be a Native Church in service of the
local people and a place that they would feel comfortable coming in to
pray, Yet, Cory voiced his dismay with the church and the way it
pray.
incorporated specifically Lakota symbols, placed them in an improper
context, and used them inappropriately. This tended to divide participants
in the assessment of the church even as they continued to wonder how the
church came to look like this and who decorated it. This could be
interpreted as a way of dividing North American Native Peoples by
utilizing colonizing methods of the past in combination with ethics typical
of Native communities. This ethic is respect for the beliefs of others and
re Iuctance to speak agai
nst those beliefs. Therefore, during the interview,
reluctance
against
those most disturbed by the images were from the surrounding Native
Nation and community.
l::"or members of other Indian Nations, the images seemed to invite
For
entrance, and they responded by saying, 'This is a Native Church', Thus,
Native Peoples across communities felt encouraged and invited to come in
to the
lhe church, contributing to a separation and misunderstanding of the use
of the symbols and images that are specific to only one Nation. Ultimately,
this
(his contributes to the notion of a pan-Indian Catholicism that presents the
Church as respectful of individual communities, yet brings all
communities together under the umbrella of Catholicism. Maybe it is as a
number of participants rhetorically asked, "Why don't they just leave?" At
262
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interVle\V, Sonya concludes,
conel
the end of her inlcrvlevl,
helieve we should
Inure
more
rernovc their presence from the
Chrisllans should remove
in the tribal \\/ay ... Christians
the~! are meant
rneant to, whatever
IndIan reservations. Let things go on the \""a1' the!'
Indian
don'l know
knov/ if IIIt is possible.
pOSSIble, but II
It is a big part of
that means. I don't
colonization
colonizatlon...."
CONCLUSION
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study, this article
Returnmg to the original purposes of this study.
religious
attempts to examine the use and appropriation of symbols and religiolls
American Indlan
Inc!lan
traditions in Catholic churches and missions on Anlcrican
reservations in the United States. It endeavors to privilege and illuminate
the perspectives of Native women and men regardmg religious expression
and symbol usage, those whose voices are often unheard. Through
record of church
pm1icipants coupled with a photographic recorel
knowledgeable participants
contexts, we are able to examine this complex relationship between social
contexts, and attitudes and beliefs from the perspective of what is thought
and understood by individuals within communities.
Photographic research examines the space between what is seen
felt. By examining the contexts of images and symbols, we
and what is felL.
have the opportunity to consider underlying assumptions, and gain insights
into the meaning and structure of situated action (Wagner, 1979). Visual
imagery provides a concrete example of phenomena, that while reflective
of the photographer's point-of-view,
point-or-view, also is a very rcal
real representalion
representation of
what "is" and an expliCIt
explicIl contexlual
contextual referent. Withoul
Without thIS kind of Visual
representation combined
Jndi
It is nol
not
combllled with the perceptions of mdividuals,
II
possible to answer the questions "what 1sT'
IS'l" and "what does il
it look IIhkc?"
During the interviews, the
Ihe photographs tied perceptions and feelings to
real world contexts and 11luminated
Jlluminated culturally spccJtic
SPCCJfIC Information
lllformation and
beliefs. The collectIon
collection of photographs from churches across states
stales
provided information regardi.ng
regarding multIple contcxls
contexts as well as the possihillty
possihility
for drawing larger conclusions concerning
concerni ng the Church's actions in
reservation communIties. Although motivations are difficult to ascertain,
asccr1ain, it
reservatlon
seems likely that the notion of unifIcation
Unification under a pan-Indian Catholiclsm
CatholiCIsm
21 ln
Jn

LUIS
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'AI,~rn1nl by the Church at mcreasmg
increasing the sense of ownership
is a significant attempt
for Nati ve Catholics and in the commumtles, and comes \vlth
w1th a price for
Native communities.
Some of
most troubling themes to surface in this study were the
confusion and ambiguity that arose In the mmds of the partICipants
partiCipants as they
encountered the Images. This was evidenced through the disproportionale
disproportionate
amount of questlons
qucst!ons that surfaced regardmg
regarding comexls
contexts that specifically
sought an explanation,
ex planation, and the rhetoncal questions that expressed
incredulity at the use of the image. One explanation for this occurrence
posed in Christian theological circles is that confusion takes place in the
lYI.inds
minds of "ordinary lay people" who don't understand the images.
Furthermore,
Furtherrnore, we should not expect roo
too much of them since "images and
symbols like those used by Christian dialogue theologians must be
explained carefully, If they are not to be misunderstood as expressions of
syncretism
syncrct ism or of general theological liberalism" (Fornberg, 1995, p. 136).
However, this attitude of religious arrogance about knowledge and an
el it ist mental
menta] ity regarding religious symbols negates the active role
eJ
viewers take when they encounter symbols, images or texts. Certainly, for
the participants In
In thiS study as well as for my own initial response to the
images, confusion and uncertainty to their meaning was based in
knowledge and understandlng
understandIng of the Catholic and Native contexts to
which they were associated. An alternative explanation may be that the
images themselves are confusing and ambiguous and are so purposefully.
Although this ldea
Idea needs funher
further investigation, the use of symbols in
inappropriate contexts or in unfamiliar ways often is done with the intent
to confuse the viewer and create an ambiguous circumstance surrounding
the image.
Returning to the original metaphor for this article, answering the
question of "why don't they leave?" may have been a moot point.
However, it reveals the complexity when considering the 'saving faith and
saving face' metaphor that began the discussion. With the change in the
Church's stance toward acceptance and reconciliation as stated in Vatican
II, missions on reservations have been forced to find ways to make
amends and save face for past wrong doings. We see the incorporation of
the Pipe in church services, the use of "Indian" decorations, and the
creation of an Apache Christ. These "apologizing" efforts have been
construed as attempts to retain some of the viability in the communities,
and as Sonya noted in her interview "apologies are always part of
reconciliatlon." Belief in the "reconciliation of the spiritual vision of
reconciliation."
Native and Christian peoples" is largely a Catholic idea as indicated in the
HoldinK Up Chrisr image, in which the central Christ figure is supported
Holding
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Native People. Reconcdiation can be .
by two NatIve
as a \vay of
saving face In
commul1Hies
that
have
been
the
\'lct
m communl!ies
\'lCiHnS of attempts at
uf authonty.
Huthortt)'. In
cultural destruction, yet the Church retains the central role l)f
other
ot her words,
\1/ords, reconCiliatIon
reconCllialion must be attempted through the aVt'nut
avenue of
ulurnatc purpose may be saving the faith
those preViously
lously
apology. The ulllmate
LlIth of thOSt~
converted as well as entIcing others into the church through the use of
images that make people feel welcome.
sIgnificant, are the underlying assumptions of the saving faith
Most SIgnificant,
apology, faithh and kindness. These
and saving face metaphor in an era of apology.
efforts may be interpreted as a more pernicious and deadly assault on
American Indian cullural
cultural viability as well as 1a1 significant reason for not
only 'why they don't leave' but why leaving is most necessary. As noted
nmed
in the introduction, the notion [hat
that American Indian traditions have
survived through resistance to persecution by pushing against the assault
of Christianity and maintaining traditions, often in secret, is important
since it isolated Native traditions from the direct intluence
influence of the Church
and pushed peoples to fight for survival. Ironically, the lack of acceptance
by the Catholic Church may have supported the survival of Native
Nalive
traditions through efforts of resistance. However, with current efforts, itil is
more difficult to resist someone who is apologizing and "making saints
sainls of
one of your own such as Kateri Tekakwitha and Black Elk" (Cory). These
hey are
efforts play into the mentality that "my people are not so bad and tthey
accepting one of us as holy or important" (Cory). For some of the
Ihe
participants, if Native traditions are to survive, it will require a
"readjustment of the intensity of resistance" to the Church's apologizing
and proselytizing efforts. Thus, the necessity of continued resistance
ultimately may be more significant than waiting for al1sv/ers
lJnS\VCrs 10
to why they
don't
don'l leave.
Although thIS anicle
article begins present some of the circumstances
CIITumstances of
the Catho1Jc
with Native
CatholIc Church's relationship
relationshIp \-vith
Nalive communities,
cornmunities, other
olher
questions remain difficult
dIfficult to answer. "How will future generations vIew
view
the adoption of Native symbols?" and "How wIll the Church's motlvlJlions
rnotIVi:Hions
be perceived?" Most imponantly,
importantly, "what contlt1uing
contInuing effects will
"inculturatlon"
"inculturatIon" efforts have on Native traditions')"
traditions'?" These questions cannot
be answered simply or easily. For some, the Church's efforts arc
are construed
CatholiclsrT1 in service
servIce of the people.
as the creation of American Indian CatholiCIsm
"con
11Ilg and clvIlI/,ing"
CIVIlIZi
Alternatively, they are a method of "controllmg
reminiscent of historical attempts to Christia11l7.c
Christialllze and convert. Regardless,
continues to reSide in the Church's emIssaries and
authority and power contll1ues
clergy, yet the use of Native symbols, articles, and tradltions
tradItions Within
WIthIn
churches are a way to "make the people feel comfortable" and "place a
.."Why
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Savlflg Fatlh
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superficial veneer on the gospel" ( Vecsey, 1996, p. 381). More than likely,
the present move to JOin
join Native
ve and Catholic theology into a blended
amalgam of differing
ng philosophies under the umbrella of Catholicism is in
reality the same historic agenda of assimilation and acculturation albeit
under another name.
John Grant (1984) ind
icates, "syncretistic movements can be
indicates,
interpreted not as rejections of Christianity but as attempts [0
to appropriate
it on terms consonant with Native modes of thought and relevant to
perceived
ved needs" (p. 263). Although this may be a correct assessment of
syncretistic movements in general, this study reveals that Native traditions
arc
are housed within and under the scope of the Church. Grant (1984) also
cautions, however, "if one looks honestly at the record, one is nagged by a
suspicion that what was embraced was so different from Christianity as
the missionaries understood it as to be classified more properly as
imitation of its externals or, at best, as a blend neither quite Christian nor
quite traditional" (p. 246). This may not address current conditions fully
since the colonizing efforts of the Church continue, and, similar to
previous times, necessitates the "elimination of the culture and value
system of the colonized and the imposition of values and culture of the
colonizer" (Tinker, 1993, p. 119).
I 19). Today, this is accomplished under the
guise of reconciliation and apology. It is yet to be determined how these
more recent efforts by the Church will be perceived either in terms of
reconciliation, integration, or in the end abandonment. If past assessments
of Native and Catholic relationships continue as accurate reflections of
current interactions between the two traditions, there must be further
investigation, thought and reflection, and most impol1antly,
imp0I1antly, resistance.
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